It Takes A Village
Ten years ago one of America’s most important public figures, First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton, chronicled her quest both deeply personal and, in the truest sense, public to help make our society into the kind of village that enables children to become able, caring resilient adults. It Takes A Village is a textbook for caring, filled with truths that are worth a read, and a reread. In her substantial new introduction, Senator Clinton reflects on how America has changed over the last decade, from the internet to education, and on how her own understanding of children has deepened as she has watched Chelsea grow up and take on challenges new to her generation, from a first job to living through a terrorist attack. She discusses how the work she is doing in the U.S. Senate is helping children and looks at where America has been successful, improvements in the foster care system and support for adoption, and where there is still work to be done, providing pre-school programmes and universal health care to all children. This new edition elucidates how the choices we make about how we raise our children, and how we support families, will determine how all nations will face the challenges of this century. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Customer Reviews

For those of you who lambasted this book for being a Socialist manifesto, may I recommend you actually read it (as opposed to lie about reading it and going on to write a review based solely on your political and religious convictions)? I was very impressed with how good of a book this is, and I disagree that Hilary had a one-track political agenda in mind when she wrote it. It is obvious from...
her language and insights that she deeply cares about the welfare of children in America and
worldwide, and far from picking a topic that she knew would galvanize public support (say,
immigration, health care, social security, etc etc), she makes the bold statement that the best judge
of each culture is the welfare of its children. Sadly, that kind of agenda is not going to win her any
votes. The irony of that fact of life is exactly her point. She repeatedly says that she does not think it
is up to the state to care for children, but rather, it is up to all of us to see that we, as a culture,
ensure that our children are well-cared for. She refers to her own upbringing and the community she
grew up in, and says that while she doesn’t think it makes sense to try to bring back the ’50s, as life
in the modern world is radically different, we can try to instill some of the benefits of the community
way of life of that era into our modern day hustle and bustle. Her point is that orphans and children
of abusive parents left by the wayside often develop into criminals and abusive adults that our own
children have to deal with. That is NOT a political diatribe, but an observation anyone with common
sense agrees with.

First, of the reviews I’ve read, far too many of the negative ones were from those who obviously
didn’t read the book. Those who severely damned it, most likely wouldn’t have given Mrs. Clinton
the pleasure of their having bought her book. Also, these reviews offer nothing more than a mere,
simple-minded critique of the book’s title. While I can certainly agree with the opinion that Mrs.
Clinton’s book does include, to some extent, mild political propaganda regarding social programs,
we must keep in mind that the work is a collection of Hillary Rodham Clinton’s personal views. It’s
absolutely pointless for anyone to share his/her views in a book without supporting those
opinions—thus creating propaganda. It’s a no-brainer that the author would back up his/her views
only with the facts that best support the opinions while shying away from those that do not. As far as
the title of the book is concerned, it certainly DOES take a village to raise a child, and as Mrs.
Clinton points out, the village WILL raise the child, with or without the parents. Those parents who
carefully guide their children in what they see as the best direction have much better control over
the extent the village raises their children. Therefore, those who fail to take an active role in their
childrens’ lives are essentially leaving the job to the community, which definately has more than its
fair share of negative influences and role models that tend to serve as predators waiting for the
misguided or the unguided.
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